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Jean-Claude	Wrapped	for	Allan	Kaprow’s
“Calling”	(1965



Jackson	Pollock	making	a	
drip	painting



“The	Legacy	of	Jackson	Pollock”	(1958)
Allan	Kaprow

• “He	[Pollock]	created	some	magnificent	paintings.		But	he	also	
destroyed	painting.”
• “I	am	convinced	that	to	grasp	a	Pollock’s	impact	properly,	we	must	be	
acrobats,	constantly	shuttling	between	an	identification	with	the	hands	
an	body	that	flung	the	paint	and	stood	‘in’	the	canvas	and	submission	
to	the	objective	markings,	allowing	them	to	entangle	and	assault	us.		
This	instability	is	indeed	far	from	the		idea	of	a	‘complete’	painting.		The	
artist,	the	spectator,	and	the	outer	world	are	much		too	interchangeably	
involved	here.”
• “Then	Form.		To	follow	it,	it	is	necessary	to	get	rid	of	the	usual	idea	of	
“Form,”	i.e.,	a	beginning,	middle	and	end,	or	any	variant	of	this	
principle	– such	as	fragmentation.		We	do	not	enter	a	painting	of	
Pollock’s	in	any	one	place	(or	hundred	places).		Anywhere	is	
everywhere,	and	we	dip	in	and	out	when	and	where	we	can.”



Allan	Kaprow,	Penny	Arcade,	1956	



Allan	Kaprow,	Baby,	1956



1957-59



Allan	Kaprow,	Rearrangeable Panels,	1957-59

Allan	Kaprow,	18	Happenings	in	6	
Parts,	1959





Allan	Kaprow,	An	Apple	Shrine,	1960



Allan	Kaprow,	Words,	1961	



Allan	Kaprow,	Push	and	Pull:	A	Furniture	Comedy	for	Hans	Hofmann,	1963



Allan	Kaprow,	Push	and	Pull:	A	Furniture	Comedy	for	Hans	Hofmann,	1963



Allan	Kaprow,	Yard,	1961





Allan	Kaprow,	Household,	1964	



Kaprow,	Fluids,	1967,	photographs	by	Dennis	Hopper





Jeanne-Claude	Wrapped	for	Allan	
Kaprow’s “Calling”	(1965





Christo	and	Jeanne-Claude	–
both	born	June	13,	1935

Jean-Claude	died	November	18,	
2009





Christo	with	"Wrapped	Woman,	1961"	at	the	
home	of	Yves	and	Rotraut Klein



Left:	Christo,	Package	on	
Wheelbarrow,	1963
Left	Below:	Christo,	Wrapped	
Package,	1960
Right	Below:	Christo,	Wrapped	Live	
Model,	c.	1961



Conceptual	Art
Dematerialization

Language
Technology
Systems



Lucy	Lippard and	John	Chandler,	"The	Dematerialization of	Art,"	Art	International	Vol.	12,	
no.	2	(February	1968),	pp.	31-36



During	the	1960s	the	anti-intellectual,	emotional	intuitive	
processes	of	art-making	characteristic	of	the	last	two	decades	
have	begun	to	give	way	to	an	ultra-conceptual	art	that	
emphasizes	the	thinking	process	almost		exclusively.		As	more	
and	more	work	is	designed	in	the	studio,	but	executed	elsewhere	
by	professional	craftsmen,	as	the	object	becomes	merely	the	
end	product,	a	number	of	artists	are	losing	interest	in	the	
physical	evolution	of	the	work	of	art.		The	studio	is	again	
becoming	a	study.		Such	a	trend	appears	to	be	provoking	a	
profound	dematerialization	of	art,	especially	of	art	as	an	object,	
and	if	it	continues	to	prevail,	it	may	result	in	the	object’s	
becoming	wholly	obsolete.

Lucy	Lippard and	John	Chandler,	“The	Dematerialization	of	Art,”	Art
International,	Vol.	12,	no.	2	(February	1968),	pp.	31-36.



Dan	Graham,	Homes	for	America,	1966-67



Dan	Graham,	Homes	for	America,	1966-67



Dan	Graham,	Figurative,	1969



Sol	LeWitt,	Untitled,	1966



Sol	LeWitt,	Title	page	
from	Straight	Lines	in	
Four	Directions	and	All	
Their	Possible	
Combinations,	1973



Sol	LeWitt,	All	Variations	of	Incomplete	Open	Cubes,	1974



Sentences on Conceptual Art by Sol Lewitt 
1.Conceptual artists are mystics rather than rationalists. They leap to conclusions that logic cannot reach.
2.Rational judgements repeat rational judgements.
3.Irrational judgements lead to new experience.
4.Formal art is essentially rational.
5.Irrational thoughts should be followed absolutely and logically.
6.If the artist changes his mind midway through the execution of the piece he compromises the result and repeats past results.
7.The artist's will is secondary to the process he initiates from idea to completion. His wilfulness may only be ego.
8.When words such as painting and sculpture are used, they connote a whole tradition and imply a consequent acceptance of this 
tradition, thus placing limitations on the artist who would be reluctant to make art that goes beyond the limitations.
9.The concept and idea are different. The former implies a general direction while the latter is the component. Ideas implement the 
concept.
10.Ideas can be works of art; they are in a chain of development that may eventually find some form. All ideas need not be made 
physical.
11.Ideas do not necessarily proceed in logical order. They may set one off in unexpected directions, but an idea must necessarily be 
completed in the mind before the next one is formed.
12.For each work of art that becomes physical there are many variations that do not.
13.A work of art may be understood as a conductor from the artist's mind artist to another may induce an idea chain, if they share the 
same concept.
14. The words of one artist to another may induce an idea chain, if they share the same concept.
15.Since no form is intrinsically superior to another, the artist may use any form, from an expression of words (written or spoken) to 
physical reality, equally.
16.If words are used, and they proceed from ideas about art, then they are art and not literature; numbers are not mathematics.
17.All ideas are art if they are concerned with art and fall within the conventions of art.
18.One usually understands the art of the past by applying the convention of the present, thus misunderstanding the art of the past.
19.The conventions of art are altered by works of art.



20.Successful art changes our understanding of the conventions by altering our perceptions.
21.Perception of ideas leads to new ideas.
22.The artist cannot imagine his art, and cannot perceive it until it is complete.
23.The artist may misperceive (understand it differently from the artist) a work of art but still be set off in his own chain of
thought by that misconstrual.
24.Perception is subjective.
25.The artist may not necessarily understand his own art. His perception is neither better nor worse than that of others.
26.An artist may perceive the art of others better than his own.
27.The concept of a work of art may involve the matter of the piece or the process in which it is made.
28.Once the idea of the piece is established in the artist's mind and the final form is decided, the process is carried out 
blindly. There are many side effects that the artist cannot imagine. These may be used as ideas for new works.
29.The process is mechanical and should not be tampered with. It should run its course.
30.There are many elements involved in a work of art. The most important are the most obvious.
31.If an artist uses the same form in a group of works, and changes the material, one would assume the artist's concept 
involved the material.
32.Banal ideas cannot be rescued by beautiful execution.
33.It is difficult to bungle a good idea.
34.When an artist learns his craft too well he makes slick art.
35.These sentences comment on art, but are not art.

First published in 0-9 (New York), 1969, and Art-Language (England), May 1969



Robert	Barry,	Inert	Gas	Series,	Argon,	1969



Robert	Barry,	Inert	Gas	Series, Helium,	1969



Robert	Barry,	Marcuse	Piece,	1970





Real	Time	Systems (1969)
Jack	Burnham	

Dennis	Oppenheim,	Directed	Seeding	– Cancelled	Crop,	1969
The	route	from	Finsterwolde (location	of	wheat	field)	to	Niece	Schnapps	(location	of	storage	silo)	was	reduced	by	a	factor	of	6X	and	plotted	on	a	154	X	267
meter	field.	The	field	was	then	seeded	following	this	line.



This	work	brings	together	two	interventions	Oppenheim	created	on	a	field	owned	by	farmer	Albert	Waalken in	
Finsterwolde,	north-eastern	Holland,	in	1969.	It	comprises	four	distinct	elements	mounted	on	board:	a	colour
photograph	of	a	wheatfield being	sowed	by	a	tractor	in	parallel	curving	lines	seen	from	high	up;	a	negative	image	
in	black	and	white	of	a	map	of	the	area	of	Finsterwolde onto	which	two	sections	of	text	have	been	collaged;	and	
two	black	and	white	aerial	photographs	of	the	same	field	being	traversed	by	a	tractor	cutting	an	X	into	the	
wheat.	The	first	two	elements	relate	to	the	action Directed	Seeding.	For	this	the	field	was	seeded	according	to	a	
line	plotted	by	following	the	road	from	the	village	of	Finsterwolde,	the	location	of	the	field,	to	Nieuweschans,	
another	village	where	the	farmer’s	storage	silo	for	wheat	was	located.	Oppenheim	reduced	this	curved	line	by	a	
factor	of	six	in	order	to	direct	the	trajectory	of	seeding.	The	tractor	then	carved	a	series	of	curved	parallel	lines	
on	the	surface	of	the	field	as	it	dug	up	earth	and	scattered	seed.	From	an	aerial	perspective	the	patterning	of	
parallel	lines	may	be	viewed	as	a	form	of	line	drawing	on	the	landscape.	The	precise	location	of	the	field	and	the	
silo	are	indicated	on	the	map,	showing	the	trajectory	of	the	road.	The	two	sections	of	text	collaged	onto	the	
upper	portion	of	the	map	briefly	describe	the	two	interventions.	https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/oppenheim-directed-seeding-
cancelled-crop-t12402



“…from	‘ground	systems’	to	a	broad	use	of	interacting	
ecologies…”

“The	significance	of	this	project	is	that	Oppenheim	is	using	the	
untapped	energy	and	information	network	of	the	day-to-day	
environment.	Such	situations	produce	abundant	information	
with	a	minimum	of	reorganization…”

“Signal	recognition	that	art	is	information	process	appeared	with	
Conceptual	Art.”



Systems	Esthetics	(1968)
Jack	Burnham	

“A	polarity	is	presently	developing	between	the	finite,	unique	work	of	high	art,	that	is,	painting	
or	sculpture,	and	conceptions	that	can	loosely	be	termed	unobjects,	these	being	either	
environments	or	artifacts	that	resist	prevailing	critical	analysis.”

“The	systems	approach	goes	beyond	a	concern	with	staged	environments	and	happenings;	it	
deals	in	a	revolutionary	fashion	with	the	larger	problem	of	boundary	concepts.	In	systems	
perspective	there	are	no	contrived	confines	such	as	the	theater	proscenium	or	picture	frame.	
Conceptual	focus	rather	than	material	limits	define	the	system.	Thus	any	situation,	either	in	or	
outside	the	context	of	art,	may	be	designed	and	judged	as	a	system.	Inasmuch	as	a	system	may	
contain	people,	ideas,	messages,	atmospheric	conditions,	power	sources,	and	so	on,	a	system	
is,	to	quote	the	systems	biologist,	Ludwig	von	Bertalanffy,	a	"complex	of	components	in	
interaction,"	comprised	of	material,	energy,	and	information	in	various	degrees	of	
organization.”



Karl	Ludwig	von	Bertalanffy
(September	19,	1901,	Vienna	– June	12,	1972,	Buffalo,	New	York)



1928/1933 1968



Hog	Pasture:	Survival	Piece	#1”	(1970-71)	by	Helen	Mayer	Harrison	&	Newton	Harrison:		“In	the	exhibition,	which	was	held	in	mid-Winter,	the	
green	of	the	work,	the	smallness	of	the	room,	the	quality	of	the	light,	the	odor	of	the	air	attracted	a	continuing	audience.	The earth	was	made	
as	part	of	the	earlier	earth-making	ritual.	As	a	consequence	for	a	while,	hog	pasture	grew	at	about	half	an	inch	a	day.	We	attempted	to	
introduce	a	small	hog	to	our	pasture.	The	museum	refused.”	 http://theharrisonstudio.net/hog-
pasture-survival-piece-1-1970-71



Hans	Haacke,	Framing	(Condensation	Cube),	1963-65



Hans	Haacke,	
Chickens	Hatching,	
1969

In	Chickens	
Hatching,	Haacke
installed	eight	small	
incubators	in	the	Art	
Gallery	of	Ontario	
and	placed	inside	
fertilized	chicken	
eggs,	which	he	
synthetically	
monitored	with	a	
feedback	system	of	
lamps	and	
thermostats	until	
they	hatched.



Hans	Haacke,	MoMA	Poll,	1970

The	artist	Hans	Haacke posited	this	
SYSTEM	as	art:	a	query,	a	response	
algorithm,	and	its	visual	feedback.
Question:
Would	the	fact	that	Governor	Rockefeller	
has	not	denounced	President	Nixon's	
Indochina	policy	be	a	reason	for	you	not	
to	vote	for	him	in	November	?
Answer:
If	'yes'
please	cast	your	ballot	into	the	left	box
if	'no'
into	the	right	box.

'Ballots'	were	dropped	into	either	of	two	
plexi-glass	ballot	boxes	[visitors	chose	
"yes"	twice	as	often	as	"no"].	
New	York	Governor	Nelson	Rockefeller	was	
a	member	of	the	board	of	trustees	of	
MOMA	and	planning	a	run	for	the	U.S.	
Presidency	at	the	time.



John	Baldessari,	The	Back	of	All	the	Trucks	While	Driving	from	Los	Angeles	to	Santa	Barbara,	1963



John	Baldessari,	National	City	Series,	1966-68



Dan	Graham,	Homes	for	America,	1966-67



Dan	Graham,	“Car	Hop”	from	Homes	
for	America,	1966-7



Dennis	Hopper,	Double	Standard,	1961



Ed	Ruscha,	Every	Building	on	Sunset	Strip,	1966





Ed	Ruscha,	Patrick	Blackwell	and	Mason	Williams,	Royal	Road	Test,	1967



Paul	McCarthy,	Sunset	Boulevard,	1970



Eva	Hesse's "Schema"	(1967-68)



Eva	Hesse sculpture	exhibition	gallery	shot—foreground,	“Schema,”	1967–68,	latex,	Philadelphia	
Museum	of	Art,	and	in	the	background	“Sans	II,”	1968,	polyester	resin	and	fiberglass



Eva	Hesse,	Hang	Up,	1966	



Eva	Hesse,	Legs	on	a	Walking	Ball,	1965,	varnish,	tempera,	enamel,	cord,	metal,	papier-caché,	
unknown	modeling	compound,	particle	board,	wood



‘…clean	and	clear	– but	crazy	like	machines…’

Made	in	studio	space	located	in	an	abandoned	textile	factory	in	Kettwig an	der	Ruhr,	
Germany.	The	old	factory	still	contained	machine	parts,	tools	and	materials	from	its	
previous	use	and	the	angular	forms	of	these	disused	machines	and	tools	served	as	
inspiration	for	Hesse’s mechanical	drawings	and	paintings.
http://artnews.org/hauserwirthlondon/?exi=36604



Eva	Hesse,	Study	for	or	after	Legs	of	a	Walking	Ball,	1965



Eva	Hesse,	Accession	
II,	1969	


